
Figure 2: Comparison between the Trihybrid and 
Marvel only cross-section at 1000 K. 

Figure 1: Cumulative density distribution of  the energy 
level source across transition intensity.
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TRIHYBRID LINELIST

VARIATIONAL
(DUO6)

Ø Physical potential energy curves
and coupling curves

Ø Ab initio transition intensities
Ø Good at extrapolation
Ø Lower Accuracy
Ø High level of completeness to

high energy and temperature

PERTURBATIVE
(MOLLIST4)

Ø Band constants from exp. data
Ø Model hamiltonians
Ø Ab Initio transition intensities
Ø Great at interpolating energies 
Ø Close to experimental accuracy
Ø Incomplete description of  

spectra

EXPERIMENTAL
(MARVEL5)

Ø Reliable uncertainties for line 
positions but not intensities

Ø Dependent on experiments
Ø Incomplete description of  

spectra
Ø Expensive and time consuming 

to produce new data 

Check it out 
on arXiv
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WHAT IS A LINELIST?
A linelist is a collection of energy levels, transitions line positions, and transition intensities within a molecule that is
used to describe its spectroscopic nature. Linelists are used to predict absorption cross sections or as input to
sophisticated models of gaseous environments1.

Linelist data is used in a wide variety of applications2 such as;

There are three main methodology pathways for linelist data production2 (described below), each with their own
advantages and disadvantages. Often there is a combination of two approaches, but rarely all three are combined.

VALIDATING ACCURACY USINGMARVEL
Figure 2 shows the deviation between the simulated spectra from our final Trihybrid linelist the available
experimental (MARVEL) energy levels.

For CN we see that below 35,000 cm-1 the Trihybrid linelist matches experimental accuracy extremely well, but is
more dependent on purely theoretical data at higher energies6.

This can be used for validating other linelists and identifying where more experimental data is required.

TRIHYBRID APPROACH
Experimental data gives the highest accuracy for transition line positions, from which we can derive energy levels5.
Based on comparison to experimental data we prioritise perturbative energy levels over variational ones.

For strong transitions, Figure 1 demonstrates that 90% of transitions in our Trihybrid linelist for CN have both
energy levels derived from experimental transitions, and thus experimental accuracy and uncertainties6.
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